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Gareau, Lauren (RIDOH - Contractor)

From: Deborah Oliver <oliverdeborah@coventryschools.net>
Sent: Tuesday, January 7, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Pullano, Paula (RIDOH)
Subject: [EXTERNAL] : Public comment re: ENDS proposed rule change

Dear Ms Pullano, 
I am writing to express my strong support of the proposed BAN on the sale of flavored e-cigarettes and all 
ENDS products.  I have been a registered nurse for over 25 years and have specialized in school nursing since 
2003.  In that time, I have seen an unbelievable increase in the amount of nicotine consumption by 
teenagers.  Smoking has decreased but vaping is out of control. It's permeated every school district in this 
state.  All students have been drawn to this behavior, including the athletes and honor students.  It's incredibly 
troubling to see 14 year olds so addicted to nicotine that they can't make it through a class without sneaking a 
"hit".  Please pass this legislation completely banning the sale of these products and deliver the message to the 
vaping industry that we will not allow our children to be their target audience.  
Thank you, 
Deb Oliver, RN 
 
--  
Deb Oliver, BSN, RN, CSNT, NCSN 
Hopkins Hill Elementary School 
401-822-9477 
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